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The State of Clear for me is beauty, 
sereneness, all here totally. It's a new feeling. 
It's better than can be expressed in words. 

Billie Thibodeau 
Clear 2370 

Wow! What a Dynamite course. It's so hard to 
describe what happened. It is kind of like a 
sudden responsibility for the theta universe -
explosive, exciting. I'm still shook up from it. 
I feel love for all beings now, and all of their 
creations. 

Wayne Marple 
O.T. I 

My gains from Clearing, OT I and OT II have 
been fantastic! I have found a marvelous 
supply of new viewpoints, have gained 
serenity, and I've never felt better in my life! 
With the knowledge I have now, I am certain 
to have success in whatever I choose to do! 
There is no limit! Thanks to AO staff and 
Ron for helping me across the bridge. It's 
EASY! Start the journey - NOW! 

Anne Pratt 
O.T. II 

As a kid / used to mock up a certain body 
height as ideal. However, my body didn't 
grow that way and I ended up about an inch 
and a half shorter. Today I recalled the old 
postulate and suddenly had the feeling I was 
taller. Sure enough, upon measurement, I'd 
attained that height!! 

My body height has changed before - on OT I, 
but not voluntarily. This time, I know I did 
it. 

I'm really finding out what an OT can do with 
postulates and considerations!! 

Paul Armstrong Clear 1957 
O.T. III Exp. Student 

So many wins - this tremendous freedom to 
be anywhere at will makes life so much fun. 
Over the past few days since I made OT III 
expanded, present time environment has held 
my attention a lot with enjoyable and full 
activities, but I've had some time, too, to 
leave this body of mine and go explore other 
parts of this universe - seen places and people 
I've not met, and saw different customs and 
'ways of life - enjoyed the sun and the snow -
visited London and China - South Africa and 
Atlantic regions. As I did the end of OT HI 
I experimented one evening - found music 
from a neighboring building was a distraction 
to auditing. I told my roommate about the 
party going on there and described the room -
then we were both curious to check this out -
so we put on our coats and went to see how 
accurate my account had been. Sure enough, 
there was the wrought iron rails - the colours -
the people - chairs and general arrangement, 
sound and atmosphere I knew were there. 

June Lake Clear 638 
O.T. III Exp. 
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GO 
Ron's definition of O.T. is "A Being who is 

knowing and willing cause over Matter, Energy, 

Space, Time, Life and Thought." 

This is a big statement. Look at it. Cause is by 

definition "make occur or be, bring about" or 

"that which produces an effect or result." And 

Matter, Energy, Space, Time, Life and Thought 

is that — Matter, Energy, Space, Time, Life and 

r. Thought! 

A Clear is Clear on the first dynamic. 

As one moves up the OT levels (I-VIII) one moves 

up to Clear on all dynamics. 

With the ease and speed of Standard Tech you can 

move up to Clear and OT fast. Two pages previous 

OM! 
is a diagram of the three routes to OT. Simply take 

Your next step on the bridge, then the next step 

after that, the next step after that, etc. 

Move up fast and you'll find — suddenly you're 

an Operating Thetan! 

ADVANCED COURSE PRICES 
PRICE 	5% Advtra Parrett 

Dimeaunt PS 

OT I 75.00 71.25 
OT II 500.00 475.00 
OT III 875.00 831.25 
OT IV 75.00 71.25 

(PLUS $200 FOR SPECIAL RiEvIEW 
AUOITING Dv A CLASSYIII AUDITOR) 

OT V 875.00 831.25 
OT VI 350.00 332.50 
OT VII 75.00 71.25 
OT VIII 500.00 475.00 

Send your check or money order to the Director of 

Income of your AO NOW! 

t 	 ci PRESENTS 

The Grand National Convention of the 20th 

Anniversary of Dianetics & Total Freedom ),, 

on July 3,4, &5, 1970, in L.A. 
FEATURING IN PERSON: 

Lt. Comdr. DIANA HUBBARD: 	RON'S BEAUTIFUL, DYNAMIC DAUGHTER AND PRO. 

W/O QUENTIN HUBBARD: 	 RON'S FANTASTICALLY ABLE SON AND CLASS VIII 

AUDITOR AND C/S. 

PRESENTING: 	 PLACE: 

BRAND NEW COLOR FILM 
-NEW. TAPES BY L. RON HUBBARD 
Exciting NEW group processing tape by RON. 

NEW LONG BEACH ARENA 
270 SEASIDE 
LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA. 

WITH AN ENORMOUS LIST OF SCIENTOLOGY CELEBRITIES — INCLUDING: 

STEPHEN BOYD /***/ AMANDA AMBROSE /***/ THE PEOPLE /***/ MARIO FENNINGER 
	AND MANY MORE TO COME. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: PPS AOLA, 916 S. Westlake, Los Angeles, Calif. 90006 

TICKETS WILL BE ON SALE SOON!!! 
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A SHORT HISTORY 
OF THE ADVANCED 
ORGANIZATION 
In 1966, after years of research and development, 
Ron finalized the Clearing Course at Saint Hill 
Manor in England. This was a breakthrough of 
almost unimaginable magnitude. Since the first 
publication of "Dianetics, The Modern Science of 
Mental Health" in 1950, Ron had communicated 
about the State of CLEAR where people were 
freed from the influence of the Reactive Mind. 
However, up to 1966 the states attained were 

e.„ temporary as the person was only keyed-out Clear 
tut,,cor Release. 

Now, completion of the Clearing Course means 
that a person's own reactive mind is VANISHED 
and cannot key back in again. 

A small, select unit was formed at Saint Hill to 
administer this new and exciting Clearing Course 
and later the lower level OT Courses. 

In the meantime, Ron stepped up his research to 
an even faster pace while organizing and training a 
crack, elite team to back him up, administer the 
Advanced Courses and improve the operation of 
all Scientology orgs. This is the Sea Organization. 

The first Advanced Organization was operated in 
Spain. Those were exciting days as Ron was 
finalizing higher levels of OT. He had completed 
OT III research (a totally unbelievable task, as OT 

will testify) and OT Levels IV, V and VI were 
issued in rapid order. Scientologists from all over 
the world poured into Spain in those early days 
and returned home glowing. 

Later the AO location was stabilized in Edinburgh, 
Scotland. The popularity of its services resulted in 
two more Advanced Orgs being established: in Los 
Angeles for the Americas and Copenhagen for 
Europe and Africa. 

Ron continued his researches into higher levels and 
stabilized technology by creating 100% Standard 
Tech with the Class VIII Course. This was piloted 
on the Sea Org Flag Ship and moved out to the 
Advanced Orgs. Class VIII has served to put a 
strong Stable Datum of 100% standard results in 
all of Scientology Technology. 

Today the Sea Org serves to back up Ron so that 
he can continue upper level research. It acts as a 
watchdog and troubleshooter to see that 
Scientology continues to expand with standard 
Ethics, Tech and Admin. It operates two Saint Hill 
Organizations and three Advanced Organizations to 
maintain the last half of Ron's famous bridge to 
TOTAL POWER. 

THE FACTS OF THE STATE OF O.T. 

The cold, hard facts of the state of OPERATING 
THETAN are: 

1) The state of stable exteriorization with full 
percepts is only being attained by the best 
auditors. 

2) OT is attained by solo audit techniques which 
can only be done on self. 

3) Solo Auditing is no different than regular 
auditing (maybe a bit more difficult) and an 
auditor is as good as he is trained. 

4) OT's also need to be audited at times by others 
who must be highly trained. 

5) The purely solo route without much training is 
available but is less sure than the full training 
route. 

Rumour has it from the Sea Org Flag Ship that at 
least part of OT VII is not done solo but is audited 
by another. This auditor will most likely have to be 
highly trained if not Class VIII. 

LOGICAL CONCLUSION 

To go OT you have to be an auditor. The best 
auditors are most likely to go OT. The best 
auditors are Class VIII. 

Therefore: Class VIII Auditors are most likely to 
go OT 

Do you want to go OT? 

What class of auditor are you? 

You can always write to Ron 
about your case or problems. 

WE WILL ANSWER ALL MAIL 
WITHIN 24 HOURS OF RECEIPT 
If you would like: 
	 Write to the: 

Ethics Information or Ethics Matters 	Master at Arms 
To Enroll in Advance 	Advanced Scheduling Registrar 
Training and Processing Data 	 Letter Registrar 
To Pay in Advance 	 Director of Income 
Accounts Data 	 Director of Income 
Housing/Local Transportation Info 	Director of Tech Services 
information on AO Public Events 	Director of Public Contact 
To Communicate about a Win or Success 	Director of Success 
FSM Information 	 Director of Clearing 
Spiritual Assistance or Chaplain's Court 	 Chaplain 
Any other Information you need to assist 

you in moving up to Clear and 0.T 	Letter Registrar 
* * * * 

On entering the Org, for proper routing, see 	Receptionist 
* * * * 

If all else fails, write to the Captain of your AO. 
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Jim with Robert 
' Redford in a 
= skiing scene from 

"The Downhill 
Racer", shot on 
location in 
Switzerland. 
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Jim McMullan, Clear 1711., is 
co-starring currently in the 
exciting motion picture, "The 
Downhill Racer". 

Jim has been on almost every 
television show you can name: 
"Wagon Train", "FBI" 
"Hitchcock", "Alcoa iremier", 
"12 O'Clock High", "Daniel 
Boone" are just a few. He has had 
parts in numerous other television 

(shows and movies. 

Q. How did you get started in Scientolo-
gy? 
Jim: I was reading a Free Press in 1968 
and I saw a little article in the back. It 
said "Find out about Scientology —
come to a lecture here in Los Angeles at 
the L.A. Org on Wednesday night". I 
decided that I'd find out about it be-
cause I'd seen all these bumper stickers 
saying "Scientology". I had kind of a 
very funny idea about what Scientology 
was. Anyway, I came to a lecture and 
instead of the regular beginning lecture 
that was given, a well known Scientolo-
gist gave a lecture over at the Olympian 
tHotel. It was on the ARC Triangle and 
. 

	

	t blew my mind. I signed up that very 
night. And since then I have been flying 
and becoming more and more aware! 

I got processed originally with Mike 
Levin out of his Tarzana branch office. 
And then I took the HDA there. Then I 
went up the Grades and went Clear here 

at AOLA in January of last year and in 
February, I was OT VI. I just finished 
the HDG and the HSDC, twinning with 
the beautiful Helene Ireland. 

Q. How has Scientology helped you as 
an actor? 

Jim: "Present time" are two magic 
words. As an actor, being in present 
time is a very important thing. You can 
see that on the screen. I can tell imme-
diately when an actor is there and when 
he isn't there or if he is totally being  

there. Actually, that's all acting is.. Be-
ing there and being that character at the 
moment: I feel like I'm really in present 
time. It's very easy to be something or 
someone. Also I can tap my track and 
be various things easily just knowing I 
have been almost anything you can be. 

Q. Do you think the training route and 
training are important? 

Jim: Yes. Absolutely. . 

When I originally got in, I wanted quick-
ly to become Clear. I didn't want the 
training route. And that was good for 
me then. 

I think if I were to do it again knowing 
what I know now, I definitely would go 
the training route. So I'd do some levels 
first, then get on the Briefing Course, n 
then get Clear after I had Tech. 

Q. What are your present and future 
plans? 

• 
Jim: I am busy now. My agents are 
ready to pull their hair out. I am what 
they call hot because of the movie "The 
Downhill Racer". They keep calling me 
and asking me to go to work and go 'to 
interviews. But I decided to take a 
month or two out to do the Briefing 
Course and finish the new Expanded OT 
III and when I finish that I think Ill be 
ready to go back to movies and get 
some more money to do the Class VIII 
Course. 

I was thinking the other day that some-
body gave me a game like a monopoly 
game but they forgot to give me the 
cover that has the rules on the back. 
And I've been trying to play the game 
without the rules. On the Briefing 
Course and the Class VIII Course I'll 
have the rules. It's so nice to be on the 
other side - getting the technology. 

People have said that they are happy to 
know that I have given up my business 
for a while and given up lots of money. 
Actually, I just turned down two movies 
and a couple of TV series. Well, I say I 
don't want to do the TV series anyway, 
so that's my own selfishness. As far as 
the movies are concerned, there is a lot 
of money involved and people say, "It's 
great you gave all that up to do Scien-
tology." But when I really think about 
it, I realize that that's the lie. I haven't 
given anything up. I'm just putting that 
aside for a little while, because 
Scientology training is more important. 
I'm putting the films aside — the action, 
the money I could have right now — for 
a much more exciting, stable, powerful 
future when I go back into the business 
with training. 

AN INTERVIEW WITH 

JIM MCMULLAN 
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TAKE RON'S 
CLASS VIII AUDITOR'S 

COURSE 
This is Ron's own course. Here you have the 
ultimate training course in Scientology, where one 
reaches the complete certainty of exact 
Scientology technology and the ability to utilize it 

c 

The Class VIII Course is supervised by a top-notch 
Sea Org Class VIII Auditor. One learns the full 
aspects and remedies for all cases from Dianetics 
and Grade 0 to OT straight from L. Ron Hubbard 
on the special Class VIII tapes and on HCO 
Bulletins and Policy Letters. The course is 
supervised with S.O. Ethics on a full daily schedule 
- 7 days a week. It is a tough, exact course - and 
when one graduates, one is a tough, exact Auditor 
with the skill and knowledge to free any being. 

The total simplicity of Ron's 100% standard tech 
with its exact, certain procedures plus the 100% 
Standard — Standard Course Supervision means the 
Class VIII Course is a very simple course. 

The prerequisites for the Class VIII Course are 
HDG, Class VI or VII and doing well on OT III 
Expanded. 

But there are no prerequisites for advance 
enrollment. Simply write to the Advance 
Scheduling Registrar of your AO 

Price: $1500.00. Less 5% discount if paid in full in 
advance the cost is $1425.00. Send your check to 
the Director of Income of your AO today. 

TAKE THE CLASS VIII COURSE. 

Become a 

Hubbard 
Scientist of 
Standard Tech 

A graduate of this course is among the top tech 
trained personnel on the Planet. The purpose of 
this course is to produce Top Case Supervisors 
for both Dianetics and Scientology. This is not a 
retread of the Class VIII Course — but a course 
on Case Supervision all of its own, done 3 times 
through, for the Standard Dianetics and 
Scientology Class VIII Processing. 

A Hubbard Scientist of Standard Tech has a 
unique value in Scientology and in the field of 
Dianetics. He is the elite of tech personnel. 

No contract required. Prerequisites: HDC, HDG, 
Class VIII Prov. 

At Advanced Orgs only. 

Price $500.00 to individuals, $250.00 to 
contracted staff. 
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O.T. at 
CLASS VI I I 

Operating Thetan is defined as ability to 
be at cause, knowingly and willingly, 
over matter, energy, space, time, life 
and thought. That is Ivery high state 
and it is available to anyone who has the 
reach to move up and go through those 
cycles necessary to attain it. 

ia/ ever, an OT without training is like 
king without a country - the purpose 

is absent. Who can a king without a 
country rule? Likewise, how can an OT 
without training improve conditions? 

The rewards of being trained are far 
beyond case gain. They don't come 
under the heading of case gain at all. 
The rewards of training are things like 
seeing a being emerge from the mud. 
If you think it feels wonderful to shed 
the hangups and stops of the millenia, 
imagine the satisfaction of giving that 
feeling to someone else! It exceeds 
any feeling available in any other field, 
bringing the being to a state of 
awareness, allowing him to cognite and 

c'tpand. These are the abilities and • 
vileges of any auditor, whether he's 

a brand new HDC or a hardened, 
knowledgeable auditor with years of 
experience. 

At Class VIII, however, you start 
moving into a new sphere. Being a Class 
VIII is another thing altogether. The 
exact knowledge of Ron's tech, its 
purpose and its mission, and the 
knowledge of the exact time, place, 
form, and event of what that tech is 
here to handle, from the bottom to the 
top, are privileges that the Class VIII 
has. That degree of understanding is 
necessary to being OT. 

If your car broke down and you had no 
more understanding of the car than 
where to turn the keys and what the 
steering wheel looked like, then you'd 
have a problem. You could kick the car, 
decide that cars never worked anyway 
and it was all a lie to begin with, or 
remove the rear bumper and the  

hubcaps and then see if it would go. 
You could decide that maybe it wasn't 
really a car after all but a hungry camel. 
You could do all kinds of things that 
wouldn't work. You would be very 
unlikely to hit upon any workable 
solution. 

On the other hand, if you understood 
cars and your car broke down, then you 
would discover what had gone wrong, 
handle it, and continue. Big deal! So the 
car broke down 	If you understood 
about cars. 

If you were an untrained OT in the field 
and you were around someone 
frequently, and suddenly that person, 
your friend or partner or whatever, 
broke down, i.e., got psychosomatically 
sick, had a "nervous breakdown" 
(whatever that is), stopped talking to 
you, or whatever, well, you could yell 
at him, kick him, ignore him, avoid him, 
neglect him, or attack him. You could 
decide that he was just that way 
because his father used to change his 
diapers too often when he was a baby 
and that's the entire explanation of his 
case. You could change your shirt and 
see if that made him feel better. There's 
all kinds of strange things you could do, 
and probably few of them would handle 
it. However, if you were a TRAINED 
OT in the field and someone "broke 
down" on you, you could simply find 
out what had gone wrong and handle it. 

That is not to say that a thetan is a 
machine to be handled as one would 
handle a car. Thetans make machines. 
They are subjecting themselves 
constantly to mechanical devices 
designed to protect them from ever 
finding anything out, devices like 
automaticities, circuits, mental image 
pictures, et cetera. These may appear to 
be as complex as a sewing machine as 
seen from the inside. They are actually 
as simple as a thread through a needle. 
There is absolutely nothing hidden,  

complex or unknowable about these 
machines, except to the person who's 
making them. 

The beauty of Class VIII is the ability 
to be as simple as a thetan is, and that 
simplicity by itself is enough to blow 
all the complexity in the world. The 
data that a Class VIII has is enormous. 
A Class VIII could probably write 
many, many, many pages of just 
straight facts about thetans, minds, 
processes, this planet, this sector of the 
universe, the history of this area in the 
universe, how a thetan responds to 
things and why, the people of this 
planet and why they react the way they 
do, where they are at and where they 
are from, pictures, valences, etc., etc., 
etc. But a Class VIII wouldn't have to. 

The point is, a Class VIII has the ability 
to be simple enough to deal with the 
dynamite of upper level material. 

A Class VIII can be very simple about 
the complexities of aberration. In fact, 
a Class VIII has to be. Any Auditor who 
has signed or agreed to abide by The 
Auditor's Code has promised "not to 
diverge because of some imagined 
difference in the case". 

A person can get his car all fixed up and 
really think he's got it made and now he 
can just go out and drive like hell. It 
may break down in a week or so. That's 
an OT without training. A person can 
understand cars, and not have to worry 
about any kind of problems, even if he's 
driving a 1950 car in a desert. That's a 
Class VIII. 
Standard Tech is the road out. It is the 
best insurance for stability that an OT 
can have, except for his own ethical 
standards and his belief in self. It is the 
Hope of the planet and the most 
rewarding adventure in the history of 
the universe. 

0 
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PECQUCEE: 
IMO 

The Sea Org is expanding, and many more units 

will be taking form and holding the standards in 

the job of Clearing the Planet. You are needed as 

an able Sea Org Member. 

The personnel for these units are Scientologists 

who have reached the higher awareness levels on 

the org board, no matter what their training or 

processing levels may be. They have reached high 

levels of responsibility and, without thought of 

personal gain, take part in the direct task of 

Clearing the Earth. You might be such a person 

with the qualities of high awareness and duty. And 

when you are on the job as a Sea Org Officer, 

Missionaire or Staff Member, you find that 

personal gain is not lacking in the least. For the 

true road to personal gain and happiness that you 

deserve is through maximum contribution and  

duty to Scientology and Mankind in the Sea Org. 

Your choice of action today actually determines 

the future of Earth. Each age of man has been 

determined by your actions. This time you have 

the chance to apply the Ethics, Tech and Admin 

necessary to lead Mankind to the pinnacle of his 

aspirations and purposes. And for the first time, 

we have the tools. The way to do this with the 

greatest speed and effectiveness is by being a Sea 

Org Member and doing the duties of a Sea Org 

Member. You have increased your abilities and 

awareness with Scientology. Now you can use 

these to the fullest. 

The Sea Org recruit is a person who has completed 

the affluence formula personally. He has paid off 

(continued on next page) 
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A PRAYER FOR 'TOTAL FREEDOM' 

May the author of the Universe enable all men to reach an 
understanding of their spiritual nature. 

May awareness and understanding of life expand, so that all 
may come to know the author of the Universe. 

And may others also reach this understanding which brings 
Total Freedom. 

At this time, we think of those whose liberty is threatened; 
of those who have suffered imprisonment for their beliefs; of those 
who are enslaved or martyred; and for all those who are brutalized, 
trapped or attacked. 

We pray that human rights will be preserved so that all people 
may believe and worship freely; so that freedom will once again be teen in our land. 

Freedom from war, and poverty, and want; freedom to be; 
freedom to do and freedom to have. 

Freedom to use and understand Man's potential - a potential • 
that is God given and God-like. 

And freedom to achieve that understanding and awareness that 
is Total Freedom. 

May God let it be so. 
Lt. Cmdr. Diana Hubbard 
CS-6 

for 

L. RON HUBBARD 
FOUNDER 

(from: HCO PL 26 Jan. 1970, 
"SCIENTOLOGY PRAYER") 

Cont'd from previous page 

all bills and he is investing his abilities 	are working to ensure the survival of 
in the greatest good for the greatest 

	
the very planet you are standing on. 

record is good. He joins and he 
connects to the most powerful group 

number of Dynamics. His Ethics 

Org application. 
Write to the OTL nearest you for a Sea 

on the planet. 	 When the planet is here in the future, 
Mankind will have you to thank for it! Prepare yourself to meet the Sea Org 	
There is much work to be done. JOIN requirements, and to join the OTs who 	
NOW! 

OTL Worldwide 
Saint Hill Manor 	 OTL Los Angeles 
East Grinstead 
	

843 So. Bonnie Brae, Apt. I 
Sussex, England 
	

Los Angeles, California 90006 
OTL Denmark 
	

USA 
c/o SPO AS 
	

OTL Perth 
Toldbodgade 33 
	

23 Marradong Street 
1253 Copenhagen K 
	

Mt. Lawley, West Australia 
Denmark 
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OTL New York 
	

OIL South Africa 
c/o Church of Scientology 

	
go Church of Scientology 

49 West 32nd Street 
	

99 Polly Street 
New York, New York 10001 

	
Johannesburg, South Africa 

AOLA's 4th 
FSM AWARD 

PROGRAM 
WINNERS 

The following was awarded to 
AOLA Field Staff Members during 
the Fourth Field Staff Member 
Awards Program: 

1) $1,001.00 and above- 
no winners in this category 

2) $501.00 - $1,000.00 

• A) SCIENTOLOGY VANCOUVER 

3) $151.00 - $500.00 
A) Frank Dunn 
B) Bob Jones 
C) Frank McAll 
D) JeffPearl 
E) Frank Sergeant 
F) Scientology Buffalo 
G) Scientology Detroit 
H) Scientology Houston 
I) Scientology Salt Lake 
J) Scientology Santa Clara 
K) Scientology Orange County 
L) San Francisco Org 
M) New York Org 

4) $50.00 - $150.00 
A) Nick Anderson 
B) Kenneth Barrett 
C) Karen Black 
D) William Briggs 
E) Margaret Casteris 
F) Ron Condron 
G) Tyree Dillard 
H) Al Elgner 
I) Gail Gary 
J) Pat Greer 
K) Ralph Guastaferro 
L) Janet Hays 
M) Millie Hebert 
N) Fred Host 
0) Helene Ireland 
P) Helen Kitchen • 
Q) Laurel Koftinow 
R) Robert Lavaggi 
S) Laurie McGregor 
T) Terry Morrill 
U) John Papalia 
V) Celeste Parlette 

Cont'd next page 
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BE RON'S 
REPRESENTATIVE 

A Field Staff Member is Ron's 
representative in the field. It is the FSM 
that daily meets, salvages, and brings to 
understanding the individual beings of 
this planet. It is the FSM that is there, 
in the public, selecting new people to 
begin their journey on the Road to 
Total Freedom. The FSM is the most 
important link in the growth of 
Scientology on this planet. 

Without Field Staff Members, 
Scientology would probably grow very 
slowly. There would be no terminal in 
each community for new people to 
contact regarding their next step up the 
Road to Total Freedom. Scientology 
would be missing its vital first link with 
the public. 

Being a Field Staff Member is the most 
exciting, rewarding experience 
imaginable. You are the pioneer for 
Scientology in the field. As an FSM, 
you would be freeing people daily from 

C 	the entrapment of the Reactive Mind, 
while receiving cash rewards for your 
work plus free Advanced Courses for 
every five Advanced Courses taken 
by your selectees. 

When the Advanced Organization was 
created here in Los Angeles, L. Ron 
Hubbard created a very special FSM 
Awards Program just for the Advanced 
Organizations. This is the same Awards 
Program that is offered to Field Staff 
Members today. It is the most rewarding 
program on the planet ever. This 
program not only provides a Field Staff 
Member with ready cash but also the 
means by which he can easily earn his 
own Advanced Courses. 

There is no cost involved with becoming 
a Field Staff Member. No obligations. 
Just send your name and address to the 
Director of Clearing here at AOLA. The 
Director of Clearing will send you all 
the material you will need to do your 
job, earn commissions, and win your 
Advanced Courses. 

FSM AWARDS continued from 
previous page 

W) Brian Pemberton 
X) George Murphy 
Y) Gifford Pinchot 
Z) Sharon Rappaport 
AA) Christopher Reed 
BB) Gwen Replogle 
CC) Megan Rohn 
DD) Ron Ross 
EE) Dick Senseman 
FF) Bob Shackler 
GG) David Smith 
HH) Henry Struve 
II) Don Whittington 
JJ) Helen Wright 
KK) Scientology Arlington 
LL) Scientology Calgary 
MM) Scientology Central Ohio 
NN) Scientology Denver 
00) Scientology New Jersey 
PP) Scientology Orlando 
QQ) Scientology Phoenix 
RR) Scientology St. Thomas 
SS) Scientology Tarzana 
TT) Scientology Tucson 
UU) Scientology D.C.,N.W. 
VV) Detroit Org 
WW) Las Vegas Org 
XX) Los Angeles Org 
YY) F.C.D.C. 

In addition to the above cash awards 
made during the fourth FSM Awards 
Program, the following people received 
Advanced Courses on the basis of one 
course for every five selected and 
taken: 

1) Bob Jones - two courses awarded 
2) Frank Dunn 
3) Steve Muro 
4) Ernie Everett 
5) Dorothea Livoni 
6) Joanne Groff 
7) Peter Egily 
8) Don Jensen 
9) Julie McKee 
10) Clarence Boncher - Class VIII 
Course awarded 

Those are the winners in the Fourth 
AOLA FSM Awards Program. You can  

put your name on this list for the Fifth 
AOLA FSM Awards Program by getting 
active and selecting persons for their 
Advanced Courses. 

Here is the program: 

CLEARING COURSE, OR NEXT OT 
COURSE AWARDED FOR EACH 
FIVE ADVANCED COURSES 
SELECTED AND TAKEN OR CLASC 
VIII COURSE FOR EACH 15 
COURSES SELECTED AND TAKEN. 

For instance: An OT I comes in and 
signs up for OT II -- he can be awarded 
OT II if he has 5 selections to his credit; 
or be awarded OT II by his Franchise, 
Org, or family member, because that is 
his next course. Credits cannot be sold, 
transferred or traded. 

Any and all Scientology Organizations 
can select students for their nearest AO, 
in addition to active Scientology 
Franchises and individual FSMs. 

Individual Scientology Organization 
staff may select individuals for an AO 
advanced course, in addition to the 19 
Registrar, and these selections are parr 
of the individual organization's total of 
selections. Proven up-stat staff may then 
be awarded the Advanced Courses or 
Class VIII Courses awarded. This ruling 
also applies to Franchises. 

As per existing policy, FSM 
commissions are awarded immediately 
upon the selectee actually taking the 
selected course. 

This program will end on April 31st, 
1970. 

Any person who is Hubbard Standard 
Dianetic Auditor or above or Grade 0 
or above is eligible to become a Field 
Staff Member for the Advanced 
Organization. Apply to the Director of 
Clearing for full details. 

Thanks to all of you who have helped 
make this program a success. 

Continue to increase your number of 
contacts and selections and this planet 
will be CLEAR in very short order! 
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• EXPANSION QUESTIONNAIRE  

Dear Reader, 

Please fill out this questionnaire and return it so that we may have current information on your progress 
and thus assist you, across the Bridge in any way needed. 

Name 
	

Processing level 	  

Address 
	

Training level 	  

City 	  State 	  Zip Code 	  

NON-CLEARS 
I plan to arrive for Clear on (date) 	  
( ) I have joined the "I wanna go CLEAR" CLUB. 

( ) I have not joined the "I wanna go CLEAR" CLUB, but would like to. Please send me an application. 
(check one) 

( ti_EARS 
plan to arrive at AO on (date) 	  My next AO Course is 	  

When? 	  Do you plan to take the Class VIII Course? 

  

  

Comments 	- 

THANK YOU, 
Editor — Annie Tasker 

My next step to Clear is 	  

NOTICE: 
Make your checks payable to: 

(A.40LA for AOLA services. 
'tilubbard Foundation for AOUK services. 

AOSHDK for AO Denmark services. 

SEND ALL ADVANCE PAYMENTS FOR 
SERVICES AT YOUR AO DIRECTLY TO YOUR 
AO. DO NOT MAKE SUCH PAYMENTS TO 
ANOTHER ORG OR FRANCHISE. 

ADVANCE ISSUE 8 
Official Magazine of 
The Advanced Organizations 
Founder: L. Ron Hubbard 
Editor: Annie Tasker 
Cover Artist: Richard Gorman 
Contributing Artist: I. Fred Walker 
Published by 

The Advanced Organization of Los Angeles 
916 S. Westlake, Los Angeles, California, USA 

Copyright se 1970 by L. Ron Hubbard 
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 
THE CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY OF CALIFORNIA 
OF CALIFORNIA A Non-Profit Organization 
Scientology is a Religious Philosophy 

BUY 
The Phoenix Lectures 

by L. Ron Hubbard 

That the celebrated Phoenix Professional Course Lectures 
of L. Ron Hubbard are now available for the first time in 
book form is the publication event of this period of Man's 
history and is far more than a literary or scholar's event. 
This is the material from which are derived the fantastic 
power and forward expansion of Scientology. 

This is a powerful book for dissemination to new 
Scientologists. 

Buy this book today for your library and get a copy for 
your friends. 

Price: $7.00. If you are a HASI Member the price is $5.60 
with 20% discount. 

Order today by sending your check to the 
BOOKSTORE of your nearest AO indicating the 
number of copies you wish to receive. 
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A. O. L. A. 
THE ADVANCED ORGANIZATION - LOS ANGELES 
916 SO. WESTLAKE AVE., LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90006 

Non-Profit Orr 
U.S. Postage 

PAID 
Los Angeles, Calif. 
Permit No. 20939 

Scientology Villa Park 
108 Eo Oak Street 
Villa PErk, Illinois 
60181 

2rn.n70 

. . . A MAN IS HIS GO 

IMMORTAL SOUL. 

— L. RON HUBBARD 

Regain your native freedom 

and abilities. Take Advent: 

Courses at your AO: 

CLEARING COURSE, 

O.T. COURSES, 

CLASS VIII COURSE, 

CLASS VIII C/S COURSE. 

A.O.L.A. 
916 South Westlake 
Los Angeles, California 90006 

A.O.U.K. - ANZO. 
Fleet House 
20 Southbridge 
Edinburgh, Scotland 

AO-SH DENMARK 
Jernbanegade 6 
1608 Copenhagen V. Denmark 

Painting by J. Fred Walker 
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THESE ARE THE STEPS TO TOTAL FREEDOM 

WHAT IS YOUR NEXT STEP? 

CONTACT THE REGISTRAR AT Minneapolis TO START IT. 

gains 

FV:: El 

stability 
// 
/ 
/ I • 

L Class VIII Audita 
	>OT Sections 

stability 
All services above the dividing line are 
obtained in Los Angeles at the American 
Saint Hill Organization and Advanced 
Organization Los Angeles. 

gains 	 Class VII Interneship-Class VII Aue. . 
>CLEAR 

stability 

	>Saint Hill Special Briefing Course- Class VI Audi:* 
-Grades V & VA, and Grade VI Release(Obtained after Saint Hi-, 

Special Briefing Course- 
stability 

gains 	 Class V Interneship - Class V Auditor 
	) Scientology Triple Flow, Grade IV Release 

stability 
All services below the dividing 
are obtained in Minneapolis at the:, 
Church of Scientology of Minnesota::: 

L Levels 0-IV Training - Class IV Auditor 
gains --->Scientology Grades 0-IV Single Flow 

stability 

	ADianetic 
Dianetic Training - Standard Dianetic Course(HSDC), Supervisor's Course(HDG), and Dianetic 
Processing to becoming a happy and well human being 	 Interneship 

Copyright (c) 1970 

O~  \ 

gains 



Here is ajist of a few of the uses of auditing. 

-To increase IQ 

-To help cure any body problem that is not purely physical in nature' 
or cause such as helping Mothers give easier birth and faster recovery 
after birth 

-To speed recovery and healing after operations and accidents 

-To get rid of unwanted chronic emotions and feelings such as shyness, 
weariness, tiredness, laziness, fears, nervousness and sadness. 

-To handle upsets with life and work 

-To increase spiritual awareness 

-To handle study difficulties and problems 

-To handle communication blocks 

-To give you self-confidence 

-To give you calmness and ability to relax 

To give you an ability to enjoy life 

"Almost any human situation containing pain and misemotion should be handled 
by auditing. Auditing is the answer to human disability and travail. It can 
make life worth living. Auditing is not a limited action. There is no limit 
to what good auditing can do." 

-11Tra, 

-- L. Ron Hubbard 

If you have something that you want handled even if you already have had 
sorreauditing before on Dianetics and Scientology get in contact with 
the Registrar and get signed up and scheduled for auditing. 

Contact the Registrar 

CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY OF MINNESOTA 

t--..? ,  3007 Nicollet Avenue 	 ci , ----- 

.:.*...i Minneapolis, Minnesota 55408  4';'''' 

1 	 Cfc-s._,,,,-f;i:M.::, 
-.; -••:::4 Phone (612) 822-533 	 f :5: 

n. 

avoiresimak, 
nattersitsms 

issmiffaibigsiSot, 
TC 5992 



March W, 1970 

GyrAl I. Vesper 
14 Hyde Park Court 
92 Inveivese Terrace 
London 0.2 England 

Church of Scientology 
Minneapolis, Minn. (AP 41-126) 

Deer Mr. Vespers 

This replies to your letter of Varner, 3, 1970, impairing about the 
status of Scientology in this country. 

Scientology Rae originated and developed by W. L. ken Hubbard, an 
American. In 1950, he wrote the best selling back, Di:notices Tho 
Modern Science of Mental Health. Scientology is an outgrowth of die. 
notice, and represents Rebbares theories of psychology, the treatment 
of personality, mental problems, end other things. 

As far as vs know, ao credible investigative work has been done by 
anyone in the scientific community an any form of "Mlanatics" or 
"Scientology." 

Hubbard hes sponsored a variety of Scientology organisations, includ-
ing the "Pounding Church of Scientology," the "Distribution Canter, 
Inc.," the "Church of tarrittat Science," the "Hibbard Scientology 
Organisation," "Church of Scientology," "Academy of Scientology," and 
others throughout the Malted States and elsewhere. The organizations 
use a device known as the "Hubbard EsMeter." Other names used for 
this or similar devices include: "E-Meter," "Azimuth Meter." "Azimuth 
Alignment Meter," "Iritish Mark V E-Meter," "Hubbard Electrometer," 
"Confessional Aids E-Mater." 

In January 1963, approximately 100 Hubbard &Meters, together with a 
large quantity of various pieces of literature relating to the R-Meter, 
were seized in possession of the Distribution Center, Inc., the Academy 
of Scientology, and the Hubbard Guidance Center, Inc. all located in 
Washington, D. C. The devices were represented by the literature to 
be adequate and effective for the diagnosis and treatment of all mental 
ailments and essentially all physical ailments of menkind, which repre-
sentations and suggestions were charged to be false or misleading. This 
manse action was contested. After a thirteen-day trial, a jury de-
termined the device to be misbranded. A Decree of Condemnation was 
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Page 2 - Mr. Cyril R. Vesper 

filed August 28, 1967. The claimants filed a Notice of Appeal to the 
United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia on Octo-

ber 23, 1967. (Appeal No. 21, 483). The case was argued on November 5, 

1968. On February 2, 1969, the court reversed the finding of the lower 

court and by a majority decision, found that the group operates as a 

religious organisation. 

The decision pointed out that the Court of Appeals does not hold that 

the /Minding Church ie for all legal purposes a religion. It also 

pointed out that, even if Scientology is a religion, not all literature 

published by it is religious doctrine immune from the Federal.Pood, 

Drug, end Cosmetic Act, or that public health laws in general, or the 

Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act in particular, have no application 

to the activities of a religion. The Court specifically held that 
"since the basis of our reversal was that the ease vas improperly 
framed, rather than that the Scientologists' devices and literature 

were absolutely protected,. or that the evidence was insufficient, it 

would appear that a new trial would be in order." This decision is 

still under review. 

The Food and Drug Administration investigations show that the E-Meter 
devices are intended to be promoted for and relied upon in the diag-

nosis, treatment, and prevention of many disease conditions. It is 

also clear that they Lack adequate directions for this intended use, 

and that they are, therefore, misbranded. 

This view has been supported by the V.S. District Court at Los Angeles 
on March 17, 1969,, and the U.S. District Court for the Western Dis-

trict of Texas on 'larch 13, 1969; with respect to the detention 
of other II-Star devices. Appeals in thee* cases are under conaid.-

oration. Another case in Minneapolis filed against the Government 
to prevent detention of E-Miters offered for import into this country 

is also pending. We will continue to detain any E-Miters encountered 

offered for entry into this country. 

tie are not aware that Scientology, per se, has been banned or re-

stricted in any state, bet it would be necessary to inquire of each 

state as to any actions they may have taken. Some of the none active 

Hubbard Scientology Organizations are operating in Washington, D. C.; 

New York, H. Y.; Highland Park, Michigan; Minneapolis, Minnesota; 
Miami, Florida; Loa Angeles, California; San Francisco, California; 

Seattle, Washington; Honolulu, Hawaii; Austin, Texas; and Las Vegas, 

Nevada. There are other smaller related organizations throughout the 

United States. 
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Page 3 Mr. Cyril R. Vesper 

We understand there has been a tam exemption case between the Selene 
toIogy organisation and the V.S.Anternal Revenue Service. You can 
secure information about the status of that case by contacting the 
B.S. Internal Revenue Service, Treasury Department, Washington, D. C. 

You may also know of the 1965 "Report of the Board of Inquiry into 
Scientology," prepared by Kevin V. Anderson, Q.C., who was appointed 
by the Lieutenant Governor of the State of Victoria of the Common-
wealth of Australia, to inquire into, report upon, and make raceme 
mandations concerning Scientology as practiced in the State of 
Victoria. This publication has beau identified as C. No. 1-6502/65 
by the Victoria State 'Government's printer. MacArthur Street, East 
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia. 

Sincerely yours, 

Thomas M. Rice 
Assistant to the Director 
Divisiasof Case Guidance 
Office of Compliance 
Burman of Drugs 

cc: 
WarD0 

cc: CS-4 (w/attached Mail 
control Schedule) 

cc: BD-310 R/7 (McGee) 

T14Rice:djp 3/30/70 
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March. 4, 1970 

Mr. James D Soggs 
1323 West 30th St. 
Erie, Pennsylvania 16308 

Dear Mr. Boggs: 

Church of Scientology 
Minneapolis, Minn (AF 41-126) 

This replies to your letter of January 1, 1970, concerning the present 

status of Scientology "E-Meters." 

Subsequent to our response to your letter of January 13, 1969, the 

appeal of the seizure action against the E-Maters was considered by the 

U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. 'On February 5, 1969, 

in a two to one decision the court reversed the findings of the lower 

court. This decision is still under review. 

The Food and Drug Administration investigations show that the E-Meter 

devices are intended to be promoted for and relied upon in the diagnosis, 

treatment, and prevention of many disease conditions. It is also clear 

that they lack adequate directions for this intended use, and that they 

are, therefore, misbranded. 

This view has been supported by the U.S. District Court at Los Angeles 

on March 17, 1969, and the U.S. District Court for the Western District 

of Texas on March 13, 1969, with respect to the detention of other E-Meter 

devices. Appeals in these cases are under consideration. Another case 

in Minneapolis filed against the Government to prevent detention of 

E-Meters offered for import into this country is also pending. 

Sincerely yours, 

Thomas M. Rice 
iissistant to the Director 
Office of Compliance 
Bureau of Drugs 

cc BUF-DO 

cc BD-310 

ZgRice:mer 
:mg 

Reading file 

t 2/9/70 
3-4-70 
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January 30, 1970 
Our Reference: BA-3398, E. Meters (Confessional Aids) 
Your Reference: District Case 5401/10264 

Mr Charles C. Hackett, 
District Director of Customs 
3178 Bladensburg Road, N. E. 
Washington, D. C. 20018 

Dear Mr. Hackett: 

In response to your letter of January 26, 1970, concerning G. Cosimano, 
Customhouse Broker, and "Failure to redeliver 20 pieces of Confessional 
Aids", we consulted with our Office of General Counsel for their recom-
mendation in this matter. _They do not concur with the proposal to 
mitigate the penalty and offer the following points for your considera-
tion. 

The Customhouse Broker has to assume some responsibility in this matter 

since he, in effect, acts as a "Bail Bondsman". It is rather inconceiv-
able that the broker would post bond without some formal agreement or 
understanding with the importer. In our judgment, the broker should 
make some attempt to locate Mr. Michael Lynch, representative of the 
Founding Church, and the missing articles. It should also be noted that 
the broker does have recourse to bring suit against the importer, The 
Founding Church of Scientology. 

We contacted Mrs. Cosimano to determine her role in this matter in light 

of Rev. Ursprung's letter denying engagement of the services of G. 
Cosimano. During the telephone conversation we outlined the essence 
of the opinion expressed by our General Counsel. Mrs. Cosimano indi-
cated that they have made some attempts to recover the articles and will 

pursue the matter further. 

Sincerely yours, 

Ronald T. Ottes 
Acting Regional Food and Drug Director 
DHEW Region III 

cc: 
/et-; grr)=HCe-20-(Mr. Rice) 

GC-1 

MJRyan:mbs 1/30/70 
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UW DIVISION 

BERNARD D. HIRSH, 
Direct(/' 

DEPARTMENT OF 
INVESTIGATION 

H. DOYL TAYLOR, 
Director 

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION 

535 NORTH DEARBORN STREET • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60610 • PHONE (312) 527-1500 • TWX 910-221.0300 

January 21, 1970 

Wallace F. Janssen 
Food & Drug Administration 
Office of Public Information 
Department. of Health, Education 
and Welfare 

Washington, D.C. 20204 

Dear Wally: 

Because I don't know to whom at the F.D.A. the enclosed item on 

Scientology should be sent as an addition to your files, I hope you 

will pass it along to the proper place. A Delaware woman who had re—

ceived it from the Church of Scientology of New York sent it to us, and 

we are sending photocopies to the FDA and to Charley Miller at the Postal 

Inspector's office. 

Sincerely yours, 

z,/-ems"---J 
William J. Monaghan 
Staff Associate 

Enc. 
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YOU CAN HUE INFORMATION ON SCIENTOLOGY AND 
DIANETICS MAILED TO ANYONE ON THE PLANET. 
JUST FILL IN THE ATTACHED FORM AND RETURN, 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

ZIP 

MY NAME IS 	  

”7 	rtr c" rrt 71  
u  • . 	; 	 • 	• 

:to 	
,, 

AFFINITY,SEALin,AND COMMUNICATION ARE 
FUNDAMENTAL TO CNOWTH AND EXPANSION , TO AWARENESS 
AND ATE LI TY . TO FUEEDOM AND A FULLER LIFE 

A BREAK IN ANY ONE OF THE5E WILL RESULTS IN 
UPSETS MI S UNT)ERSTANDI NOS , AND ZARRI E RS TO PROGRESS 
AS FREE BEINGS. 

YOU HAVE , OR KNOW ANYONE ELSE WHO HAS ,SUCH 
A TIPS:,11TH SCIENTOLOGY, OR 'Ca TN LIFE TO TEE EXTENT 
THAT IT SPODE WE PERSON FROM PROGRESSING TOWARD 
TOTAL PaEMBOM ..... . 

CON TACT THE A RE BRSAK 	S T TAR AND MAKE AN 
A P POI T1 :EN ."20 CST 	. AUDI TI NG SEES? ON TO 
CLEAN U 1-1  TES. 	E4 P,PA;.; 

.;RITE ALL OR (2.,Z,13 

•••,_ 

In our inutlern ..... 	 rePdtl•it•n. 
nytirty J.1.1 it •ttort, Vim l.xi 	•ttet .1 trots ill,  ,,,f. 

ttottalett cti 	sitintlinn .0,1r t,41.nv to,trt. 
Is Ihr 	1 	eofhtrs 	Ywor tlois• 	Vsc 
future of i 	ent ..1V1117,11 .... nr OW, 	tkIteckl, 

1:r rguly uPun
Ve(

kV .14,11c.ilion 	tke Iruths within this 
book. 

"re.E: $1. 	$5.60  with 	IIASI 1,1-awmol I 

()ROE 11 I.W931; 'I he lurolalorr. 1110 flu reli of :4. i‘nlakk...e 
Wety.;f:::k Street, New Pori:. Nom York 111001 

CC.; 

1969 STANDARD DIANETICS MIRACLES AT THE NEW YORK ORG 

I had a pain in my chest that really frightened me. I couldn' t breath. It is 
gone now. I know it. Standard Dianetics is a miracle!" 

Amy Schlather . 

This morning I had a Standard Dianetie Auditing Session and in the session 
we handled a somatic I have had all my life. It was a "pressure on my 
whole face". I had it so long I naturally thought it was a part of life.you 
know the atmospheric pressure or such nonsense. Well after a 33 minute 
session it was gone! Now that is pretty good. So if.you have any of those 
aches, pains,' sensations. etc. that are "part of life" find out what living 
really is. Get some Dianetic Auditing." 

Ted Hersh 

I've had a problem that has recurred all my life-pains in the center of my 
back chest pains . difficulty in breathing . my lungs tight and unable to 
expand without much discomfort. 
I located the source in a Standard Dianetic Session with Ellen Greenburg 
and the condition vanished. I feel light and all air conditioned." 

• Love. Bob Eifler 
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Dianetia: The Original Thesis by L. Ron Hubbard is required reading on the Hubbard Standard 

Dianetics Course. 
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by L.F-3on Hubbard 

Get this book and read about L. Ron Hubbard's 

basic findings, research and development of 

Dianetics, man's most odvanced school of the 

mind. 

Here is a quarter of a century of investigation 

revealed to you in this one volume! .  

PUBLIC NOTICE 

Any and all results of Scientology training and processing or study are obtainable only with the full co-operation of 
the student or preeleas and his full honesty. 

Scientology results are not claimed fur the seriously ill or mentally unsound. 

Anyone paying for training OF ornament, who is not satisfied with the results may have his whole fee refunded widths 
three months as per Number 23 of the Auditor's Code, NCO Policy Letter 14 October, 1968. 

Results by FOC of Dianeiks or Scientology outside official organizations or by untrained persons axe not controlled, 

No time Well or period for results may be stated by any Scientoiogist. 

The public Is warned against use of Dianctics or Sckniology processes by doctors or psychiatrists as their use of it is 
unauthorized and unskilled unless they display an official certificate hom a Hubbard Organization attesting qualification. 

The piney-y...0f Scientology 

Min 

Price: 	• 	153.00 
20 % International Membership Discount Price: 

	
52.40 

It's eabbell you have to do is: 
ORDER your copy NOW from the Bookstore. 
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FIND OUT WHAT HAS BEEN DONE, WHAT IS BEING DONE AND WHAT WILL SE DONE BY THE 

AMAZING GROUP OF OTs AT THE SEA ORG AND ALL SCIENTOLOGISTS WORLD WIDE UNDER 

THE COMMAND AND LEADERSHIP OF L. RON HUBBARD. 

ADMISSION: FREE 
TIME: PLACE: 1:00 P.M. Saturdays 

The Church of Scientolotg,49 W. 32nd St. New York 10001 

tOT:Opormting Thaw, that ttai.a.OFirvod through she praciza wiritoistion of SeWntology wchnology, of twins at 1 
assn. knowingly awl at wilt, crow life, thouelibmattor, OFIOO2Y. TOO. and Rms.) 

WHY BE TIRED? 

WHY DE IN PAIN? 

WHY FEEL BAD? 

'3 

This is a valuable book to own and apply in your lifel 
DIANETICS IS THE ANSWER TO HUMAN SUFFERING I I 

GET DIANETIC PASTORAL COUNSELLING - NOW - BECOME A WELL HAPPY HUMAN BEING. 

Dianetic Pastoral Counselling Is a religious guide intended to make happy human beings and not treating 

or diagnosing any medical ailments of body or mind whatsoever. 

INFINITELY MORE SIMPLE - VET FANTASTICALLY MORE EFFECTIVE! 

Price: 

5% Advanced Payment Discount Price: 

Contact the REGISTRAR today at: 

gie Ca ffei 0/Y-2, 24G22
2 
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The policy on Dianeties is that it was nut is intended to nude a happy, well human lining 

and that it can now be used lit conjunction with purely inerlicayma political psychiatric) 

treatment. 

Any person not recovering his health and sense of well being by use of Dianetic auditing 

should In given by competent medical and clinical doctors or teelmiciAns A thorough phys. 

nal examination to locate the illness: structural or pathological (disease). which is troubling 

him and introverting him. 

Scientology healing and mental treatment policies apply to Scientology. 

Dianctics is fully exempted from these policies. 

This is in view of the sitting and increasing interest and roopetation of individual MC(111:41 doe:  

tors over the world which -hould be continued and promoted. 

This policy does Nt it intrude tunin (  any person over to institutions or practitioners engaged 

in political triutment and erpres.ls does not allow the use of such political treatment as 

electrical shock. lobotomies. "brain operation" or drdgs producing xonvulsions. 

This policy does primit stogital and structural operations including the alleviation of uoicus. 

lion or skull fractures or the removal of brain tumors but only after they are proven to exist 

beyond any doubt by competent clinical examination. It does not include exploratory opera. 

tion. 

The sevetence of nerves to “end psychosis" is expressly conderMird and tease of produced 

convulsion by any mean. to -alleviate psych Isis' and the practice of euthanasia (metcy 

or any barbaric torturous or murderous or unifying treatment or approach are not only not 

condoned but should be Asttselv fought due to the non.thtroputic results, the immediate or 

early demise of the "patient" sr. to the el fasts to Ilse these "treatments" to effect rink al 

ends. The persons using drew means sitkely financed and fought Dirmetics and Scientology 

over the world aml were the sole StPUFIX II rerrision of a valuable sincere and vital break-

through in the field of healing as consistemly demonstrated. 

Dianetics is a healing ptactice supplementing nwilnal titanium', 

Scientology is a religious practice applying to Man's spirit and his spiritual freedom. 

In areas,mainly America where the freedon to heal is subject to attempted monopoly. 

all Dianetic

ma 

 auditing of physically ill persons (not as student practise) nmst be in conjuni• 

non with competent nredii:al practitioners who must he iofortned why a medical examination 

is requested for the preclear. 'This is a member of the Church of Scientology.. As he may be 

physically ill we wills a full medical exantination and diagn ,,, , and any medical treatments 

which will resolve the illness found. With the leave of die medical doctor and with the patient 

under his care we will employ D' 	ti auditing as well to assisi his recovery. Until healed 

this petson is not eligible for Scientology auditing. We cooperate hilly with the medical profession 

And expect in our HMI .hat OM t 	 t Will mot be betrayed. Under no circumstances will we 

perinit this person to be brutalised with psychiatric political trtatments". 
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From SCIENTOLOGY TECHNOLOGY. 

by L. RON HUBBARD 

The very truth that we know, its simplicity and ease of grasp, the 
very honesty with which we approach our task, are probably the largest 
barriers we have to overcome. Man has been defrauded so often, persuaded 
so wrongly, and has returned to the same old rut so inevitably and in such 
a defeated frame of mind that he is not able to grasp easily the firm and 
friendly hand of the auditor which is being reached out to him. It will 
take many more auditors to achieve our aims but we know what we are doing 
and we will do it. We have the technology. We have the answers. 

GREAT CLASS VIII NEWS  

Loy Combs, AOLA Class VIII, who many 
of you know from her recent Sea Org Tech 
Missions in the U.S. has been on the Flag 
Ship the past few weeks. She was chosen as 
one of the top Class VIII auditors in the 
U.S. for special Flag training directly 
under Ron. She is reviewing all Class VIII 
material right at source and is perfecting 
her skills handling the very latest mater-
ial and modifications resulting from Ron's 
research at very, very high levels. 

The original orders on her were that 
on her return she was to give a special 
Class VIII Course for AOLA, ASHO and LA 
org auditors only. 

However at my request it is highly 
probable that she will give a °public" 
course as well opening it to all Class VI 
auditors complete or doing well on OT III. 

The news of this has already spread 
and the Class VIII Course is filling fast. 
This special course given by Loy Combs 
direct from the Flag Ship can only accom-
modate a limited number of people. Those 
who are now on the course and those who 
start before her return will receive it. 
Others will have to take a chance. 

DOUBLE NEWS  

What makes this course doubly excit-
ing is that Ron has perfected a line-up of 
processes that handle even the psychotic 
and the criminal. Only two of these are 
new. These are Acceleration Processes and 
OT POWER. 

All we know at this point is that 
these processes exist and something of 
what they do. They haven't been released 
as yet. We have not received any HCO-B's 
on them. 

We do know that Loy will be bringing 
them with her from Flag and that they will 
be taught on this special Class VIII 
Course. 

As I said before, the Class VIII 
Course is filling fast, the excitement and 
anticipation of Loy's return is mounting. 
If you want a part of it, get on the course 
fast - in the next week or so. You also 
may have a chance if you get your advance 
payment in right away to reserve a place 
on the course. We have a new policy now, 
fiist PAID first SERVED. 	' 

I thought I'd let you know what to 
expect at the start of the New Year -
this 20th'year of Dianetics and Sciento-
logy and this is only the beginning. 

If you're slowed down, get a move on 
or the rest Will leave you.  behind. I have 
a feeling that this will be the year of 
TOTAL POWER. 

Ens. Fred Hare CLEAR #32 
Captain AOLA 

CESS/SUCCESS/SUCCESS/SUCCESS/SUCCESS/ UCCE 

Clear Success Story 

I feel freel I feel Clear] I feel so 
sure and fantastically eager] I feel very 
grateful to all the Scientologists who knew 
all along I'd be Clear. And I'd love to 
give the Commodore himself a big hug. 

Anne Marie Petersen. 
Clear 

OT II Success Story 

I feel light and clean and free, unen-
cumbered, and bright and happy. A very • 
good state -- OT II. 

Gloria Hancock, Clear #2345 
OT II 
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTIVE FROM L. RON HUBBARD 

LRH ED 34 INT 
FO 2202 
Station Ships 
AOs 
All Orgs 

18 NOVEMBER 1969 

THE ROLE OF THE CENTRAL ORG  

It is essential that the Central Org (that org where the senior 
Exec Council of the Continent or similar is located) be a Stable Ter-
minal for its area. 

This makes it possible for the orgs under it to stabilize. 
Stable Terminals breed stable terminals. 

Every exec has a certain area he should be controlling, a 
group of orgs, an org, part of an org, a division, a section. Con-
fusion only occurs where the one in charge of the area generating 
confusion is not handling that area. Areas that are wholly inactive 
aren't being pushed by whomever is in charge. 

An org that doesn't have income is not known to its Public, 
isn't giving what is needed and wanted, isn't really giving service. 

Where this is true of a continent's orgs, or of the Central 
Org, the Central Org doesn't have a clue what a Central Org does. 
A Central Org promotes action in junior orgs and Franchises and 
field and HELPS THEM by training up their auditors and handling 
their tough pcs. An auditor in a lesser org or the field should 
know he can get training from the Central Org and should know that 
he can unload tough pcs on it. If the lesser orgs and field don't 
know that, the Central Org will be dead. A central org does not 
crowd in the middle of a town as a competitor to the area's fran-
chises. It doesn't get its income from stealing pcs. First and 
foremost it furnishes a stable terminal of aid and assistance to 
all other orgs in its continental area. It pushes Dn and Scn 
throughout the whole area as promotion and also gets its own pcs 
and students. 

A Central Org has to know who its customers are. They are 

All the bookbuyers, Public Division Courses students etc in its 
own area 
All the students in its own area 
All the pcs in its own area 
All the students and pca in the continental area who are trained 
and processed up as far as the lower classed area org can take them 
and to whom the Central Org can offer further service. 
All the students and pcs of all Franchises and Counselling Groups 
to whom the Central Org can offer further training or processing 
beyond that obtainable in the local org. 
All the personnel of all area orgs, Franchises and Counselling 
Groups for training and processing beyond that available in the 
local org. 

6005 



CONGRATULATIONS.... 

To the following people for completing 
Advanced Courses: 

CLEAR 

Larry Goldwasser, Murray Pearlman, Billie 
P. Thibodeau, Tony Ryke, Sandy J. Blando, 
Paul Scott Ingraham, Anne Marie Petersen. 

OT I  

John R. Beck III, Larry Goldwasser, Tony 
Ryke, Sandy J. Blando. 

OT IT 

Hancock, Ron Waters, David Ross, 
(john R. Beck III, Larry Goldwasser. 

OT III Expanded 

Yvonne Gillham, Rod Martin, Elaine Martin. 

48 NEWS NEWS NEWS NEWS NEWS NEWS NEWS NEWS 
TENS NEWS NEWS NEWS NEWS NEWS NEWS NEWS NEI 

Canadian Actress - Singer - CLEAR  

Dinah Christie, CLEAR #2364, just 
left AOLA for Toronto, Ontario, Canada to 
continue her career as an actress and 
singer. She has appeared on TV - the 
Skitch Henderson Show and Mery Griffin  
Show in New York, done shows in clubs a-
cross Canada and played in the off Broad-
way run of the rock-musical Your Own 
Thing. Canadian Comedian, Dean Regan, 
CLEAR #1713, OT VI, first introduced her 
to Scientology in Nov. '68. 

In her OT II Success Story, Dinah 
says: 

"I know who I am now - and so does 
everyone I meet -- 

"WHOOPEEI 
love Dinah Christie" 

CLEAR #2364.  

Loving light of a new today 
Greets each Being along 
The wonderous road of OT... 

Each step, a dazzling dawn 
To awarenesses untold... 

The Being, you, really you 
Comes shining through... 

The true beacon, Our Commodore 
Marks the shimmering passages 
So each of us slip- through 
Unmarred 
A greater Being. 

Dora Hannides 
OT IV 

CASE CORRECTION PROJECT  
SUCCESS STORY  

The Case Correction Project is now 
rolling along smoothly under the able 
direction of Eddie Friday, CLEAR #1793, 
Claes VIII Auditor. The major target is: 
completely correct the case of every CLEAR 
and OT in the U.S. who is not happy with 
his or her gains. 

Here is one of the many of the success 
stories from the Project: 

"The first cycle of Case Correction is 
completed. I have looked at lots of data -
targets - goals. My folders have been 
checked and outnesses put in order. The 
result: I know where I'm at in relation to 
where I want to go and how to get there. 

"Edith Friday is a superb standard 
tech supervisor --- Claire Stones a mag-
nificent standard tech auditor. 

oThe whole program.as prescribed by 
Ron and applied by AOLA- staff is a Theta 
solution which aligns "Where am I" and 
"Where am I going" and "How best can I 
get there". 

Al Crivello CLEAR #1471 

MESSAGE FROM THE TECH SEC  

One of our major purposes in Scien-
tology is to Clear the Planet. In order 
to do this we need a Planet full of highly 
trained auditors. 

I cannot stress hard enough the im-
portance of taking the Class VIII Course. 
The people on this planet have been await-
ing 100% Standard Tech, and a Class VIII 
is the individual who ensures that this 
will occur in all auditing and training. 

All you people who have finished the 
Briefing Course and are Class VI auditors 
- it is your duty to take the Class VIII 
Course. 

All of those who have had even the 
slightest idea of attaining Class VIII -
strengthen this line now and do everything 
you can to forward your progress. You will 
be Class VIIII.  

We have no time to waste. Do not al-
low our civilization to decay any longer -
Get onto the Class VIII Course and put in 
100% Standard Tech on this planet nowl 

I want to see you walk into my Tech 
office and route onto the Class VIII Course 
TODAY! 

Lisa Tate CLEAR #142 
1st Mate (Tech Sec) AOLA 

TAKE THE 

CLASS VIII 
AUDITOR'S COURSE 
The Class VIII Course is the ultimate 
training level of Scientology technology. 
At Class VIII one expands to grasp and 
apply 100% Standard Tech to preclears, 
.pre-OT's and across all the dynamics. We 
want you to become an OT 8, Class VIII 
Auditor.. You can begin the Class VIII 
Course as soon as you complete the Saint 
Hill Special Briefing Course and the OT 
III Course and HDG but there are no prere-
quisites for advance enrollment. 
PAY IN ADVANCE FOR 5% DISCOUNT 
Advance payment price is $1425. (Regular 
price is $1500) 
Send your planned date of arrival with 
your check or money order to the Advance 
Scheduling Registrar, AOLA. 

CLEARS ONLYI  

There will be a special showing of the 
Clearing Course film on Friday, January 9th 
at 7:00 PM. We have just received a new 
copy of the original film from Pubs Org 
Denmark and will take this opportunity to 
make it available to those Clears who have 
not seen it or who wish to see it again in 
brand new condition. It is an exciting ex-
perience for a Clear or OT to again see 
these films irom a new heightened reality. 
Don't miss this chance. First come first 
seated. 



JUSTICE  

"The purpose of justice is to clear 
the organization and environment. 

"One cannot make Clears in an un-
cleared environment. Justice is the 
auditor of the group." 

L. RON HUBBARD 
(from RCO EL 
12 April 1965) 
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' Writs of Expulsion 

Subjects John J. Softens 	 December 16, 1969 
and Christine whiting 

k„
. 

	

	John J. Softens, parishioner. New York City and Chris- 
-tine Whiting, New York City, no longer being in agreement 

with or willing to support the stated aims of Scientology. 

of on this date duly expelled from the church of scientology 
California. 

2. They have fomented strife and upset amongst Scientolo - 
gists of good standing. 
3. They have aided and abetted Bernard Green, who was duly 
expelled from the Church. and condoned his erroneous counsel-
ling of parishioners when he is not ordained to do so. 
4. All certificates and awards issued to them by the Church 
of Scientology are hereby cancelled. 
5. Therefore. John Sefton, and Christine Whiting are ex 
pelled from the Church of Scientology and may not receive 
spiritual counselling or training in any Church of Scientolo-
gy until they have performed an act of contrition and availed 
themselves of recourses to re-enter the Church. 

They may net enter any Church of Scientology. 
6. They are declared in no condition, se their actions in-
dicate that they are below any condition aseidnable. 

Subjects Art Sujohn 	 December 25. 1969 
1. Art Sujohn. parishioner, San Francisca. Calif. is on 
this date duly expelled from the Church of Scientology of 
California. 
2. as has continued to commit acts unbecoming to a member 
of the Church, placing the Church in poseible danger. He lea 
consistently broken the Codes of the Church. 

-h /1 . 3. 	All certificates and awards issued to him by the Church 
4 of Scientology are hereby cancelled. 

\1,4 4. Therefore. Art Sujohn is expelled from the Church of 
Scientology and may not receive spiritual counseling or 
training in any Church of Scientology until he has performed 
an act of contrition and availed himself of recourses to re-
enter the Church. He may not enter any Church of Scientology. 
5. He is declared in no condition as his actions indicate 
that he is below any condition currently assignable. 

Subjects Mee lea Rambo 	 December 25'. 1969 
1. Marlene Rambo. parishioner, Los Angeles, Calif.. is on 
this date duly expelled from the Church of Scientology of 
California. 
2. She has continued to commit acts unbecoming to a member 
of the Church, and which are in violation of the Church 
Codes. 
3. All certificates and awards issued her by the Church of 
Scientology are hereby cancelled. 
4. Therefore Marlene Raba is expelled from the Church of 
Scientology and may net receive spiritual Counseling Or 
training in any Church of Scientology until she has performed 
an act of contrition and availed herself of recourses to re-
enter the Church. She may not enter any Church of Scientolo-
gy. 
5. She to declared in no condition ae her actions indicate 
that she is below any conditioncurrently assignable. 

Subjects 011ie Sudlong & Byrd Budlong 	December 25. 1969 - 
I. 	011ie Budlong. parishioner end Byrd Studien,. parishion- 
er Orlando, Florida are on this date duly expelled from the 
ThUrch of Scientology of California. 
2. They have continued to commit acts unbecoming to a mem 
ber of the Church. placing the Church in possible danger. 
They haveconsistentlyenhken the Codes of the Church. 
3. All certificates end awards famed them by the church of 
Sciertology are hereby cancelled. 
4. Therefore. 011ie and Byrd Budlong are expelled fro, the 
Church of Scientology and may not receive spiritual counsel-
ing or training in any Church of scientology until they have 
performed an act of contrition and availed themselves of re-
courses to re-enter the Church. They may not enter any 
Church of ScientolOgY. 
5. They are declared in no condition se their actions in-
dicate that they are below any condition currently assignable. 

Subjects Nick Thome. 	 28 December 1969 
1. Nick Thomas (also known se Nicheise Thomas Guido), par

, 
	- 

imbioner, Los Angeles. currently of Now York City, no longer 
being in Agreement with or willing to support the stated aims 
of Scientology. is on this date duly expelled from the church 
of Scientology of California. 
2. Se has continued to commit harmful acts againet members 
Of the Church in good standing. 
3. Be has continued to commit acts unbecoming to a member 
of the Church, placing the Church in possible danger. 
4. me has aided and abetted expelled members of the church. 
5. All certificates and wards lensed to him by the Church 
of scientology are hereby cancelled. 
6. Therefore, Nick Thomas is expelled from the Church of 
Scientology and may not receive spiritual counseling or 
training in any church of Scientology until he ham performed 
an act of contrition and availed himself of recourses to re-
enter the Church. He may not enter any Church of Scientology. 
7. He is declared in no condition. as his actions indicate 
that he is below any condition currently assignable. 

Ins. Clarice Jack... 
MAA - AMA 
for 
dn.. Fred Hare 
captain AOLA 
for 
cmdr.. Nana Eltringham 
DiCormodore 

Conditions Order. 
S.D. No. 315 AOLA 	 24 December 1969 
Sharon Rappaport, Pre OT, is asigned a condition of Coubt 
and her certificates and awards are suspended until such time 
as she completes review cycle at KOLA. 

C.O. No. 320 AOLA 	 27 December 1969 
Sandy Blend° is assigned a 'condition of Doubt for irregular 
2D activities causing enturbulation. She is suspended from 
advance course. for 1 month. 

She is to apply for formula immediately. 
Condition VOgrading 

S.O. No.319 MIA 	 26 December 1969 
Elyse Aronson has applied the formulas from Treason through 
Liability end is upgraded to Hon-existence. 

An.. Clarice Jackson 
MAP, -AOLA 

ETHICS SUCCESSES  

Having just gone through an important 
Ethics action, I've discovered that Ethics 
can advance your progress in Scientology ' 
just like Cramming or Review. It isn't 
just a question of stopping bad actions or 
overcoming barriers, but one of increasing 
your awareness and having cognitions about 
yourself which advance your case and audit-
ing. 

Dick Greene, Clear 
0'1' I 

I went to Cramming from Ethics to work 
out of a condition. I blew my misunder-
stoods, all over the case. I feel out of 
my condition and onto the Clearing Course. 
Ethics is cool, it's not punishment like I 
had thought. It's there to help things go 
right. Neil Willner, Clear #2366 

IF THERE IS SOMETHING YOU WOULD LIKE TO 
KNOW MORE ABOUT, OR SEE IN CLEAR NEWS, 

IF YOU NEED ANY INFORMATION ON THE 
CLEARING, O.T. OR CLASS VIII COURSES, 
OR IF YOU NEED ASSISTANCE IN MAPPING 
OUT YOUR PROGRESS UP THE LEVELS, WRITE TO: 

THE LETTER REGISTRAR 
A.O.L.A. 
916 South Westlake 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90006 

JOIN THE SEA ORG  

When our job is done.... When the uni‘ 
verse has been Cleared.... When we can re-
port compliance to the Commodore that we 
are all expanding all across the boards.... 
When the question arises: 

"What did you do to contribute?" 

What will your answer be? 

Find out how and where you can contri- 
bute now. Write or call now: 

Personnel Procurement Office; 
A.O.L.A. 
916 South Westlake 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90006 
(213) 385-2471 

Across the planet at this very moment 
there are a few people who already have 
contributed, who have already proven them-
selves as upstats. To these people we ex- 
tend our gratitude and a personal invita-
tion to each one to come to A.O.L.A. and 
expand even more on staff. Here are but a 
few: 

Edie Hoyseth 	Lee Ecker 
Lorita Hill 	Nick Nichols 
Bob Hopper 	Edie Nichols 
Dave Ecker 	Eunice Ford 

Here are a few more upstats, these are 
on leave from the S.O. and are invited to 
cut their leaves short and return to 
A.O.L.A. to get back on S.O. Purpose now: 

Peter Crundall Ron Pook 
Hellen Pollen Peaches Pook 
Phoebe Maurer Dorothy Knight 
Paulette. Fisher Louise Kelley 
Dusty Rhodes 	Bill O'Krackel 
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